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H.M.S, EASTON1 S SECOND SUB;

In the first year of her life the Hunt class destroyer H. M. S. EASTON
has helped, to. sink two enemy submarines.

Her first success was scored some months ago, on her first day on the

Mediterranean Station, when, with the destroyer H.M.S. WHEATLAND, they sank a

submarine with depth charges off. the North African coast, taking most of the

crew prisoner.

The EASTON then became the first Hunt class destroyer to join the Levant

Station from the Western Mediterranean, and her work from that time on was

running what the Navy called. "Montgomery’s train service", consisting of

convoys, from Alexandria to Tripoli, then to Malta, end finally to Sicily.

It was while convoying reinforcements to Sicily in preparation for the

invasion of Italy that the EASTON scored, her second, "kill"* The story is told

by her Commanding Officer, Lieutenant C.W, Malins, D.S. C., R.N., of Compton,
Newbury, Berkshire.

"It was one night when we were off Pantellaria in company with the Greek

destroyer PINDOS when we detected a U-boat near our convoy. After the PINDOS

and my ship had carried, out depth charge attacks, the U-boat surfaced in full

view of the convoy. We lit her up with searchlights and scored, several hits

with our guns.

"She was at first stopped, but then suddenly got under way, and. as it

looked as if she were trying to make a last minute escape in the darkness I

decided to ram, we went in at 20 knots. Then the ship shuddered, rose and

plunged. There was a most satisfactory crunch, and we saw the sub roll over, ‘ with
its conning-tower disappearing under our bows.

"We took three-quarters of the crew of this U-boat prisoner, and found,

that they must have been most experienced submarines for among them they were

12 iron crosses and. 31 U-boat medals,"

The convoy, which had seen the encounter, s teamed on into the darkness

after signalling such congratulations as "Well done" and "Good boy".

While the EASTON was in dock at Malta as the result of ramming this U-boat,
her Commanding Officer, her Gunner (T), Mr,V.H.Thredkell, of Rochester, the

Chief Engineer, Lieutenant Carter, R.N,, of St. Albans, and 35 ratings had

the memorable experience of being sent out to board and bring into harbour the

Italian battleship ANDREA DORIA when the Italian fleet recently entered the

Grand Harbour of Malta, They were 48 hours aboard the Italian ship.

H.M.S. EASTON was built by Messrs J, Samuel White, of Cowes, and is adopted
by Deben and Woodbridge, Suffolk.
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